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Abstract< 
A busy at 1 KeV has baas idantifiad in coincidence saaaa-ray spectra 
fro» the ( Ha. Ha) raaction in deforatd rara aarth nuelai. Particle
ttana ray angular corralation indieataa a dipota charaetar. It is 
suggested that this bus» corresponds to transitions frea Mo-quaaiparticle 
states to the ground state band. 
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A fascinating topic in nuclear structure physics Is the study of 

intrinsic excitations in nuclei. When the nucleus is excited to sore than 

a few HeV above the yrast line, its description is usually foraulated 

in statistical ten». It is a challenge to look for structural properties 

in this energy region in terns of quantua numbers and selection rules 

not accounted for in the schematic picture drawn by the available 

statistical models of the heated nucleus. 

A major source of information on the nuclear structure in the statistical 

regime is the gamma radiation emitted in the cooling process» as has 

been observed tl] in the heavy-ion induced compound reactions. However, 

these reactions pooulate a wide entry region in both energy and spin. 

Thus, the gamma spectra contain statistical gamroa-rr.ys as well as 

collective E2 radiation. The yrant-like E2 cascades are observed as a 

characteristic bump in the spectra covering the energy region up to 

approx. 1.5 MeV. 

Recently, a new experimental technique to study the cooling process 

of nuclei has been developed [2], where one achieves a much better 

separation between the statistical dipole- and the collective E2-

radiation than in the HI-experiments. In this letter we report on 
* J r -,. 171„^/3U * u A 1™,,, . „. 161 .3,, 4 U 160. a study of the Yb( He, Hey) Yb ana the Dy( He, Hey) Dy 

reactions. In these reactions the decay properties have been studied 

as a function of the excitation energy up to the neutron binding energy 

employing particle-gamma coincidence methods. Self supporting targets 
2 3 

with thicknesses of 1.5 - 2 mg/cm were bombarded with 26 MeV He-ions 

from the MC35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The experimental 

procedure is described in detail elsewhere [3]. 

Four surface barrier detectors were placed at 60 degrees with respect 

to the beam, two in the horizontal- and two in the vertical plane. 
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A 12.$ ca x 12.5 ca Nal(Tl) detector and a Ce(Li) detector of 19 X 

efficiency «ere placed symmetrically at 135 degrees. The data were stored 

event by event on magnetic tapes with an accumulation time of approx. 

I week vith 0.3 nA beam current. 

4 Nal gamma-ray spectra obtained in coincidence with He-particles 

populating the Dy and Yb nuclei are shown in fig.l. The statistical 

decay dominates our spectra. It is interesting to notice that the shape 

of the statistical part deviates significantly from an exponential slope 

usually found [1] ir HI-reactions. Below 0.5 MeV the yrast-transitions 

4 -• 2 and 6 -» 4 are identified. In addition we observe a prominent 

bump centered at 1.2 MeV and with a width of 0.3 HeV. The following 

discussion concerns this bump. 

In earlier studies [4] of gaitma-rays following thermal neutron capture 

in even-even rare earth nuclei, a closely-spaced group of intense Lines 

has been observed at about 1 MeV. From a comparison of gamma-rays 

following B-decay, the authors [4] suggested that these lines are 

transitions in the region of low excitation energy. From an expected 
3 4 similarity between states populated in neutron capture and in ( He, He) 

transfer, one might believe that the reported [4] lines contribute to 

the bump in fig.l. However, the Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectrum from Yb 

(fig.2) does not exhibit prominent discrete lines in the 1 MeV region, 

but a bunching of unresolved lines is appearent. This contradicts an 

interpretation of the bump as due to the gamma transitions discussed 

in ref. [4]. 

The present experimental technique allows us to study the bump as a 

function of the excitation energy. In fig.3 we show the unfolded Nal 
4 gamma-ray spectra in coincidence with the indicated gates on the He 

spectra. The outstanding feature is that the bump appears with almost 
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the sane relative intenaity in all the gaa»a-ray apactra fro» gatet in 

the excitation energy region fron 2.0 to 7.6 KeV. Thia indicate» that 

the transitions constituting the bump originate in the region ot lov 

excitation energy. 

The area of the bump in each of the spectra of fig.3 is closely connected 

to the number of populated levels within the corresponding gate. We find 

that each level populated in the (He, He) reaction with excitation energy 

above 2 MeV contributes to the bump with a probability larger than 85 X. 

The detector configuration makes it possible to study the angular 

correlations between the He-particles anil the gamma-rays. The results 

of this analysis is shown in fig.4, where we compare the intensities 

of the different parts of the gamma-ray spectrum for three different 

angles between particle- and gamma-ray detectors. The integral of the 

gamma-ray spectrum above 1.5 MeV is used as normalization, since this 

part is known to consist of El transitions [5]. The angular dependences 

of the E2 yrast transitions and the F.l continuum are clearly different. 

The similarity between the angular correlations for the continuum and 

the 1 MeV bump suggests that the bump is due to dipole radiation. 

All the experimental evidence available leads to the conclusion that 

the observed bump is due to gamma-ray transitions from the 1 - 2 MeV 

excitation region to the ground band. Therefore this is the last step in 

the statistical cascade of dipole transitions. The fact that all these 

transitions have approximately the same energy indicates a nearly fixed 

separation between the yrast levels and the two-quasiparticle levels 

feeding them. The energy of the bump corresponds therefore to the average 

energy needed to break a pair of nucleons. The width characterizes the 

distribution of the very many two-quasiparticle states populated in the 

cooling process. 
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Finally! we have investigated the generality of this phenomenon by 

studying several other rare earth nuclei in this «ass-region ( ' Sa, 

' Gd and Dy>. A bump uith about the sane energy and intensity was 

found in the spectra from all the deformed nuclei, while the spherical 

nuclei ( ' So) did not exhibit this feature. Thus we conclude that 

the pair correlations in spherical nuclei do not produce a bunching of 

the two-quasiparticle states as effectively as in the deformed ones. 

The authors are indebted to professor R.Tangen for careful making of the 

targets and to Mr. E.A.Olsen for his untiring efforts with the accelerator. 

Financial support given by the Nordic Accelerator Committee is highly 
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Figur* caption*t 

Fig.l. GM»M-r»y spectra fron the , 6 1Dy( 3He,*He) 1 6 0Dy and 
1 7 1Yb< 3He,*He) l 7 0Yb pick-up reactions, detected with a Hal(Tl) 

3 
counter. The energy of the He beam was 26 MeV. 

Fig.2. Gamna-ray spectrum from the Yb( He, He) Yb reaction 

obtained with a Ge(Li) detector. 

4 Fig.3. Unfolded Hal(Tl) gamma-ray spectra coincident with He-particles 

from the indicated excitation energy regions in Yb. The unfolding 

method is not reliaMe for gamma-ray energies below 0.5 MeV. 

Fig.4. Angular correlations between the He-particles and the gamma-rays 

following the Yb (3He, He) Yb reaction, normalized to the 

total amount of high-energy transitions (above 1.6 MeV). 
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